THIS HOUSE
WOULD ABOLISH
SCHOOL UNIFORM

Why don’t teachers have to wear
uniform?

Do all schools have the same school
uniform?

Does uniform affect the
behaviour of students?

What sorts of clothes would you
wear to school if you didn’t have to
wear uniform?

Is it good that all of the students
have to wear the same clothes?

Do you think the school should
still have rules about the kinds of
clothes you could wear?

Do you express your
personality through your clothing?

Is school uniform expensive?

Is it fair that the sixth formers
don’t have to wear uniform?

What about compared to
normal clothes?

Do all schools make students wear
uniform?

How does wearing school uniform
affect your identity?

TIMEKEEPING REMINDER SHEET

		

FIRST FOUR SPEECHES:

Speeches are ……… minutes in length
First bang (beginning of un-protected time when POIs can be offered) is at ………
Second bang (end of un-protected time, POIs can no longer be offered) is at ………

								
							SUMMARY SPEECHES:

Speeches are …… minutes in length
Can POIs be offered? ……
First bang (minute left of speech) is at ……
Final, double bang (end of speech) is at ……

TOPIC

CHAIRSPERSON NOTES SHEET
Good morning/afternoon ladies and gentleman. My name is ………………………………… and I am
your chairperson for today’s debate.
The motion is …………………………………………………………………………
Speaking for the proposition are ……………………………………………, …………………………………… and
………………………………………………
Speaking for the opposition are ……………………………………………, ……………………………………… and
…………………………………………………
I’d now like to call on the first proposition speaker ………………………………………… to start the
debate
Thank you, now I’d like to call on the first opposition speaker ……………………………………
Thank you, now I’d like to call on the second proposition speaker ………………………………
Thank you, now I’d like to call on the second opposition speaker ……………………………………
Now we’ve had our four main speeches, it is time for the floor debate. Do we have any
questions from the audience? Remember, speakers won’t answer straight away but will
incorporate responses into their summary speeches.
Thank you for your questions. Now it is time for the summary speeches. First, I would like
to call on the opposition summary speaker …………………………………
Thank you, now for the proposition summary speaker……………………………………
Thank you for all of those speeches, thank you to everyone in the audience for their
questions and I hope that you have all enjoyed today’s debate.
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